Secure your email and collaboration tools with Microsoft Defender for Office 365

Organizations rely on email and Microsoft Teams now more than ever for productivity... but keeping these tools secure is a constantly evolving challenge:

Email is the top target for cyber attacks

Over 90% of cyber attacks start with email. Defending email is critical to stopping threats throughout your entire organization.

The threat landscape continues to evolve

With hybrid work on the rise, attackers now target other collaboration platforms as entry points to compromise sensitive information.

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 Organizes need to be aware of email security threats.

Nearly 2 billion threats are filtered before they reach the inbox each month.

Prevention

Cyber threats are constantly evolving. Defender for Office 365 proactively blocks threats with a comprehensive protection stack, driven by AI and automation based on 65 trillion signals analyzed daily.

User Awareness & Training

Defender for Office 365 delivers ready-to-use, customizable email and identity protection that automaticallyconfiguresand continuously learns to better defend your organization.

Detection

Defender for Office 365 is built on an AI-driven detection engine that automaticallyproactivelyfilters and stops suspicious email messages.

Investigation

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 reduces investigation time by 92% with advanced analytics tools for the full spectrum of threats. Extend investigations to endpoints, identity, and more with XDR.

Response

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 minimizes response time and reduces the risk of accidental data breaches.

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 includes:

- Deeply integrated email protection
- Industry-leading AI and automation
- Unified XDR-level investigation and response

A safer organization and empowered SecOps team

29% Reduced risk of an email breach when moving from a competitive tool.

92% Average investigation time reduced from 12 hours to 1 hour.

95% Time reduced to block malicious links.

To go beyond email security, Microsoft Defender delivers industry leading XDR, spanning security for multiplatform endpoints, identities, email, and SaaS apps

Ready to learn more?

Get more information

Learn more about Defender for Office 365, including how it can help protect your organization.

Get started today

Find out how you can get started with Defender for Office 365 in your environment.

Go deeper with XDR

Get integrated threat protection across identities, apps, email, and cloud workloads.
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